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By Lawrence F. Lowery

National Science Teachers Association, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 246
x 231 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. Kids who want to know all about animals will find
this book fascinating. What Does an Animal Eat? offers insights into two special aspects of hungry
animals: how their teeth and beaks offer clues to what they eat and the food chain s role in helping
to make sure there s enough for all. Illustrated with detailed drawings, the book s simple
explanations lay the foundation for a deeper understanding of animal adaptation and the need for
human help to protect the food chain. What Does an Animal Eat? is part of the I Wonder Why book
series, written to ignite the curiosity of children in grades K-6 while encouraging them to become
avid readers. These books explore the marvels of animals, plants, and other phenomena related to
science and nature. Included in each edition is a Parent/Teacher Handbook with coordinating
activities. The I Wonder Why series is written by an award-winning science educator and published
by NSTA Kids, a division of NSTA Press.
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ReviewsReviews

A top quality publication as well as the typeface used was intriguing to learn. Yes, it is play, still an amazing and interesting literature. I discovered this
publication from my i and dad suggested this book to learn.
-- Prof. Louvenia Flatley-- Prof. Louvenia Flatley

Absolutely essential go through ebook. It can be rally exciting throgh studying period of time. Its been written in an exceptionally simple way in fact it is
only right after i finished reading this pdf where basically modified me, modify the way i believe.
-- Iliana Hartmann-- Iliana Hartmann
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